










Direct Customer
Global Traffic Technologies, LLC
7800 Third St., N.
Saint Paul, MN 55128
United States

800-258-4610 or 651-789-7333
 

Customer NetSuite Opp't Date Expires

Solution/Purchase Type

Intersections Vehicles

Attn: 20

Items Qty Description Part Price Extended

Number Per Item Price

 USD USD

Intersection components: 0

Vehicle components: 80    

20 Model 4010 vehicle computer (2 year warranty) 76-1000-1298-0 1,650.00$          33,000.00$                        

20 Model 400 GPS antenna/wireless radio (2 year warranty) 76-1000-1282-0 1,000.00$          20,000.00$                        

20 Preemption/priority software (distributed - per vehicle) 76-1000-1350-0 1,000.00$          20,000.00$                        

20 Automated Schedule Management (ASM) software (per vehicle) 76-1000-1297-0 1,500.00$          30,000.00$                        

Software: 20

20 Vehicle management (per vehicle) 76-1000-1308-0 150.00$             3,000.00$                          

Extended warranties: 40     

20 Extended warranty on 4000 series vehicle computer (years 3-10)  76-1000-1298-0-W 1,897.50$          37,950.00$                        

20 Extended warranty on 400 series GPS antenna/wireless radio (years 3-10)  76-1000-1282-0-W 1,150.00$          23,000.00$                        

Software maintenance: 60

20 Annual SW maint: Preemption/priority (distributed - per vehicle) 750.00$             15,000.00$                        

20 Annual SW maint: ASM (per vehicle) 1,125.00$          22,500.00$                        

20 Annual SW maint: Vehicle management (per vehicle) 112.50$             2,250.00$                          

Proposal notes:   

1

1

When included, intersection installation pricing assumes a standard configuration without complications. Not included in this proposal are the following items, which will require additional cost: 1) 

crushed conduit or any other issues preventing cable from being installed, 2) lane or road closures, 3) police or other resources needed at the installation area, and/or 4) other third-party costs not 

known at the time of the proposal.

Quote assumes CVP Vehicle Kit will have internet connectivity for real-time data connection. CVP requires internet connectivity through cellular connection.

Quote assumes purchaser will supply complete static GTFS data in the standard static GTFS format.

Quote assumes customer is responsible for uploading the new static GTFS data as needed using the GTT provided Static GTFS update tool.

Quote assumes real-time route and trip data is available through a web based API which includes current route and trip (tripID) information for all vehicles. The 

tripID provided through the real-time API is required to match the Static GTFS tripID.

Unless otherwise stated, quote assumes purchaser will procure, install, and configure all networking equipment including but not limited to: switch, cellular 

and/or Wi-Fi modem, antennas, and network cabling. Alternatively, GTT can quote the procurement, installation and configuration of networking equipment 

required for interface to the proposed priority system on a time and materials basis. Note, these optional services are not included in the above pricing.

Quote assumes purchaser will provide a 10” x 18” x 4” hardware installation location on the bus for the CVP Vehicle Kit. 

Quote assumes GTT has VPN remote access to server side GTT supplied software applications.

 206,700.00$                     

To the extent this proposal is a “Budgetary Proposal,” it is to be used for informational purposes only and is not intended to be a binding contract between the Parties.  The prices provided in the 

Budgetary Proposal are estimates only and are based on information and pricing known as of the date of the Budgetary Proposal.

For services, a signed Master Service Agreement (“MSA”) must accompany the order, such agreement is available at http://www.gtt.com/servicesagreement/. The terms and conditions that govern 

the MSA are available at http://www.gtt.com/sales_terms/.

                         Total before applicable shipping, duties and/or taxes

Term: For Ongoing Services

City of Fresno, FAX
Purchase    5

2223 G Street

Transit
Susan Rogers

Proposal assumes the intersection cabinets are in good working order and contain wiring diagrams.

Vehicle installation assumes standard installation and does not include: 1) special mounting brackets, 2) excess wiring, and/or 3) swapping out previously installed (replacement) vehicle hardware. 

Proposal excludes any activities associated with: 1) traffic control plan, 2) water pollution control plan, 3) changeable message signs/flaggers, 4) permits/bonds/fees, and/or 5) 

removal/repair/replacement of concrete, asphalt, conduits or wiring.

Project management expenses can increase in instances where development, if required, is not fully scoped.
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City of Fresno, California City of Fresno, California 9647 8-Feb-19 9-May-19

Fresno, CA 93706
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